
MOCK TEST
Job role Name: Warehouse Picker Time: 78 Minutes

QP Code: LSC/Q2102

NSQF Level: 3

SECTION - A

Theory Assessment

NOS 1 - LSC/N2108

1 Order picking is the process of ____ items from a warehouse inventory 4 Marks
a) Collecting b) Discarding c) Adding d) Selecting

2 Before handing over the invoice to the customer, you should- 6 Marks
a) Put in envelope
b) Tell customer to sign and stop
c) Make as much copies required
d) Check for errors

3 The way to reduce dust in a warehouse is _____ 4 Marks
a) keep enough lighting
b) well ventilated rooms
c) always keeps the doors closed
d) Sweep and clean your floors regularly

4 While cleaning the equipments, you should take care of - 6 Marks
a) Colors of the outer plate
b) Wires connected
c) Lights of the room
d) Air ventilation

5 Once the cleaning id complete, you should- 5 Marks
a) Air dry the surface
b) Keep the lights on
c) Redust
d) Conduct inspection

6 You are cleaning an area, you can make others aware by which of the following sign? 1
Marks

a) b) c) d)

7 Exhaust, supply, balanced, and heat-recovery are basic types of- 2 Marks
a) Ventilation b) Inspection c) Inventory d) Work style

8 For the ease of loading and unloading the shape of warehouse should be designed in which
shape? 2 Marks
a) Circular b) I shape c) Triangle shape d) Star shaped
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9 Forklifts, pallet jacks are 4 Marks
a) Heavy-duty equipment
b) b) Voice-picking equipment
c) c) Smart weight scales
d) Mobile robots assistant

10 Before packing the items what are the factors you should consider? 2 Marks
a) Where to carry out the packing
b) Number of staffs required
c) Quantity and quality of items
d) Time required in packing

11 The easiest and fastest method of finding the missing items in warehouse is- 2 Marks
a) Manual search
b) Animal mediated search
c) Cloud inventory management
d) None of the above

12 While labeling the items you should always check cross check whether - 6 Marks
a) Items matches the quality or not
b) Items matches the quantity or not
c) Both

13 In order to control the damage at warehouse, the Supervisor should- 3 Marks
a) Be very strict
b) Work or extra hours late
c) Conduct regular inspection
d) Should sometimes perform cleaning themselves

14 What should be followed while handling heavy/ hazardous materials to avoid accident? 5
Marks
a) Store all hazardous materials improperly
b) Comply Standard safety procedures
c) separate compatibles
d) Not store in ventilated, dry, cool areas

15 We should aim a fire extinguisher nozzle when putting out a fire _____2 Marks
a) At the top of the fire b) At the base of the fire c) At the center of the fire d) Away from the fire

16 While handling the materials in ware house the focus should be made on- 2 Marks
a) Loading and unloading
b) Keeping immediately on the racks
c) Accuracy and inventory management
d) Keeping ware house clean

17 ____to maintain social distancing at warehouse to avoid accidents? 2 Marks
a) Keep workers less than required
b) Make many shits
c) Ensure one-way traffic flow
d) Do not allow anyone to talk

18 How will you equip workers of the warehouse for safety? 2 Marks
a) Awareness and training
b) Training give strict instructions
c) Both remove the workers who are underperforming



d) All of the above
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19 The possible reasons of inventory shrinkage is- 4 Marks
a) Clerical errors b) Shoplifting c) Supplier fraud d) All of the above

20 You found out that the forklift is not working properly. ___ should be done by you. 2
Marks
a) Try to fix it
b) Take help from colleague and fix any how
c) Call the concerned mechanic
d) Inform the supervisor about the problem

21 Why do we use pallets at warehouse? 2 Marks
a) Provides height to the goods while storing
b) Provide scratch free space to the goods
c) Provides good appearance while packing the goods
d) Provide support to goods loading or unloading

22 While lifting a heavy items always- 2 Marks
a) Carry alone b) Take help c) Remain silent d) Do not carry
23 Correctly labeled warehouses have very less chances of worker-related errors. True or false?

2 Marks
a) True b) FALSE

24 In order to organize a warehouse efficiently, you have to ______ 2 Marks
a) Give strict instructions
b) Keep less manpower
c) Use labels and signage
d) d) Give training often

25 The first person to be reported during accidents is- 3 Marks
a) Supervisor b) Manager c) Hr d) Warehouse owner

26 Warehouses have emergency exits. They are used for which of the following ? 5 Marks
a) For alternate door
b) For evacuation
c) To avoid crowding
d) To encourage one way flow of materials

27 While leaving the warehouse PPE should be ____ 2 Marks
a) Removd, packed, take home and wash
b) Removed before leaving the area and dispose as healthcare waste
c) Dumped in the municipal waste
d) Removed, collected and burnt

28 You should always maintain a good posture importantly while- 2 Marks
a) Talking to you colleague
b) Cleaning
c) Lifting a load
d) Arranging the items in storage

29 The good knowledge of work and managing safe distance helps to maintain- 2 Marks
a) Good work flow b) Overload work c) Crowding d) Noise

30 Who has responsibility for health and safety at your place of work? 2 Marks



a) The client and main contractor only
b) Self employed contractors only and employees
c) Employers, employees and sub contractors
d) Everyone at your place of work no matter who employs them

SECTION - B

Practical Assessment

NOS 1 - LSC/N2108

1 You need to work in a team to be a better picker. Further the team has to have a practical
strategy for effective work. Demonstrate few strategies you all should follow. 45 Marks

2 There are chemicals kept at warehouse and need careful precautions while handling it. What
measure should you take to prevent the chemical hazard. 25 Marks
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3 You are given a long list of items to be picked form the warehouse. How will you and you
team perform a successful picking without an error. 30 Marks

4 You saw your colleague fell from the stairs and might have suffered with a leg fracture. In
such situation what should you do to help you colleague. 40 Marks

NOS 3 - LSC/N2110

5 If you have to perform management of inventory successfully and effectively. What steps will
you follow to execute it. 50 Marks

6 You are made Incharge of the ware house floor personnel and have to strictly mange the
proper working of the workers without causing any accident. Demonstrate how will you achieve it.

20 Marks
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7 The ware house need a cleaning and for the same the cleaning team has arrived.
Demonstrate the steps you have to instruct them for proper cleaning of the warehouse. 30 Marks

8 A lot of waste is generated in big warehouses. How will you manage the waste material and
perform the disposal. 30 Marks


